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Dear Fellow Members, 

Well how much rain is enough? Hope you are all safe and your trees are doing well. A few members at the last 

meeting had some sad tales, with one member having to re-pot a huge number of trees. Another member was at 

hand to help. 

Fay Wolski 

Life membership at Bimer Bonsai is bestowed on members who have given great contribution to the club over a long 

period of time. These members are the backbone on which the future of the club is built. It is therefore sad to 

announce the passing of Fay Wolski, a life member from way back Fay along with her husband Claude’s contribution 

has made the club we are today possible. From talking to a number of members who knew her from the early days 

of the club, her role of treasurer set an example to everyone. She is described as one of the most reliable, genuine 

people you would ever meet. Her contribution to shows and meetings was quiet, efficient, and careful. As a club 

members like Fay are the ones that keep the club vital. So, thank you Fay and our condolences to Claude. Our 

thoughts are with you during this tough time. 

New members 

I would like to welcome some of the new members (we use first name and initial in public documents so as to 

protect each other from the more unscrupulous): 

 Craig T. 

 Barbra B. 
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March Meeting 

Brad Stuart from Bonsai Society of Queensland’s presentation on his 

passionate love of Figs was infectious. The level of ramification and 

development of the trees was inspirational. The monster fig he worked 

on now fits in my car for a home stay and I hope we can get him back 

to further develop the tree. 

Members Choice Tree  

Congratulations to Pierre-Antione for being chosen by members for 

the Members Choice Tree of March. As we approach the Show we 

hope that next meeting we will have some show prospects. 

April Meeting 

Our next meeting is on Show Preparation and tree critique. This was 

one of our most popular events last year, so we decided to repeat it.  

David Calder and David Gibson are going to run a session on explaining 

to members how to get the best out of each tree you are considering. 

It will not be criticism obviously be encouraging. Please bring along 

your trees. 

The Show 

The Bimer Bonsai Show is the clubs core engagement with the general public. It will run from April 30th to 1st May 

2022 with set-up in the afternoon of 29th April. Firstly, as a display of the work of the club and its members but also 

to share the joy of Bonsai. I have been listening to a number of people’s views on the benefits of shows and the 

thought that resonates with me most is the idea that a show lifts the level of trees in the club and in the community. 

By preparation and presentation, it forces us to give the best view of our art. I hope every member is looking at the 

trees they will include in the show.  This is a club show so we will be looking for volunteers to help make it 

successful. Please contact David C or Bruce H. Their contact details are in the heading of the newsletter. 

Constitution 

We are reviewing the constitution to reflect some of the changes in the world. Most are minor. We will give you a 

summary of the changes and access to a full constitution in June. Members of the club will have the chance to give 

us feedback and vote to accept/or not the changes at the Annual  

General Meeting at 1pm on Saturday 2nd July 2022 before our presentation. 

Bunnings 

The club would not survive without the 

generosity and contributions of many. A 

special recognition to Bunnings Virginia 

and Keppera. They contribute regularly to 

our raffle prizes and plants for courses. 

David and Jayne C were there in February 

demonstrating bonsai to their customers. 

Albert G has run classes there for them 

and Albert and I have demonstrated in the 

past. Albert was there on Monday after  
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our meeting to run a workshop for International Women’s Day. It is important for us all to help develop this 

relationship. If you would like to enjoy the great experience then please let Albert G know and we will book you in to 

assist. 

Bonsai Horizons 

Bonsai Horizons is coming up 19th – 20th March 2022. I have been there every year it has been on and can tell you it is 

a great experience.  They still have places so give them a call. Pierre-Antoine will be representing Bimer Bonsai with a 

presentation on Strangler Figs. Thank you Pierre-Antoine. 

World Bonsai Convention 2022 is also coming up. It is a virtual so you can join from your lounge room.  

Stands and Stones 

Lindsay and Glenis Bebb have an incredible website for bonsai stands. With our show coming up I suggest you have a 

look. The prices are a fraction of what you would pay for stands in Japan and excellent value. Have a look: 

www.bonsai-stands-and-stones.com 

In the meantime, I hope you have a great month and look forward to seeing you at the next meeting. 

All the Best  

Keith S 

MARCH MEETING AND WORKSHOP 

 

  

http://www.bonsai-stands-and-stones.com/
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FROM THE TRADE TABLE 

Just a reminder to all those members who will be bringing green stock to sell at our Show.   

While we appreciate all the effort that goes into producing material to sell, we are unable ‘by law’, to sell either 

Celtis or Privet. 

Therefore please ensure that these two (2) types of plants are not represented in your green stock for sale. 

Many thanks David C 

 

From the Advanced Course corner 
 

 

 After learning the theory of gluing rocks together and  watching Lindsay B. demonstrate the rock 

creation and the planting on a vertical surface, we all got  to play with glue, anchoring wires and muck. This 

was a great  experience, a great new arrow in our quiver. 

 

             

                Lindsay preparing the  tree for planting                                         Kerry's creation 
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                                                                 Always happy to help 

 

*** 

An Introduction to Bonsai Soils   

Reproduced with the kind permission of Harry Harrington 
One of the most widely debated subjects for most bonsai enthusiasts is soil composition. Ready-mixed soils 

can be bought from bonsai nurseries and garden centres but these tend to be relatively expensive and 

dubious quality. Faced with repotting more than 3 or 4 trees in the spring, most enthusiasts learn to mix their 

own soils. There are a large number of soil ingredients that can be used when mixing your own soil or 

“substrate”; different mixes are used by different enthusiasts with varying degrees of success.  

For the beginner, choosing which soil mix to use can be a daunting task. This article is written as an 

introduction to Bonsai soils, it does not discuss every soil ingredient or mix that is available or feasible, nor 

does it tell which soil mix is the ‘best’. The individual enthusiast can only answer that question after 

experimenting over time with their own trees and care routines.  

The Basic Requirements Of Bonsai Soils  

A bonsai is confined to a relatively small quantity of soil throughout the year on which its very existence 

depends. Through the soil in the pot, the tree must be able to obtain water, nutrients and gases in order to 

grow.  

For this reason, a bonsai must be planted in a good quality bonsai soil, the quality of the soil used directly 

affects the health and vigour of the tree. In my experience, unhealthy trees that lack vigour have often been 

planted in a poor (often organic) bonsai soil.  

 

 

There are a number of qualities that are required in a good soil mix:  

Good water-retention. The soil needs to be able to hold and retain sufficient quantities of water to supply 

moisture to the bonsai between each watering.  

Good drainage. Excess water must be able to drain immediately from the pot. Soils lacking good drainage  
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are too water retentive, lack aeration and are 

susceptible to a build up of salts.  

Good aeration. The particles used in a bonsai 

mix should be of sufficient size to allow tiny 

gaps or air pockets between each particle. It is 

important to the health of the roots that they 

have access to oxygen. A particle-based, well-

structured inorganic soil allows fast drainage of 

water and allows fresh air to continually enter 

the soil. A compacted organic soil that lacks any 

structure will also lack aeration and drainage, 

this leads to unhealthy roots and trees.  

Pumice is a very useful soil component that can 

be mixed with other soil components such as 

bark, akadama or lapillo and will create a very 

vigorous root system. 

Varying Soil Mixtures To Suit Different Tree Species  
 

Although all Bonsai require free-draining, water-retentive soils, different species vary in their requirements 

for water and nutrients, this should be reflected 

in their soil composition.  

Pines and Junipers for instance require less 

water than most other species; this in turn means 

that they require a less water retentive soil mix. 

Alternatively, flowering and fruiting species 

have increased water requirements and tend to 

be planted in soil mixes with relatively high 

water retaining capacities.  

When mixing your own soil, the ratio of water-

retaining material to drainage materials is varied 

according to the tree that it is intended for. Very 

often the particle size of the soil granules is 

increased to provide additional drainage to a 

bonsai soil.  

Alternatively, by increasing the amount of 

water-retentive material and its particle size, the 

greater its water-holding capacity becomes.  

Lapillo or lava, and pumice are an extraordinarily useful soil mix for Junipers and Pines, particularly if a 

little akadama is added. 
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Organic or Inorganic Soils  
 

Soil mixes are described as being either organic 

or inorganic. Dead plant matter such as peat or 

leaf-litter or bark are described as being organic 

soil components. Inorganic soil mixes contain 

little to no organic matter; instead, they are made 

up of specially-formulated soils such as volcanic 

lava, calcined (baked) or fired clays. These 

materials can be more difficult to locate than 

organic materials, but have become readily 

available online. 

Chopped bark can be added to a soil mix to 

increase water retention which can be very 

useful, particularly for deciduous species. 

Organic Soil Mixes and Components  

In past decades, Western bonsai enthusiasts tended to use organic soil mixes, a large proportion of peat, bark 

and leaf-litter mixed with grit to aid with drainage.  

But as time has passed, our knowledge and understanding of bonsai in the West increased, it is now 

acknowledged by most enthusiasts that organic soil components such as peat are not conducive to the good 

health and vigour of a tree. Peat and other organic soil components have many disadvantages; they can be 

too water retentive, leading to the soil being continually sodden, particularly during periods of rain in 

autumn, winter and spring.  

Conversely, during periods of high temperatures, dry peat can be difficult to thoroughly water, leaving dry 

spots inside the rootball of the bonsai. Possibly the most serious problem with organic soils is that although 

they may consist of appropriate sized particles when the bonsai is first planted, they continue to break down 

in the bonsai pot and become compacted. As the soil compacts it becomes airless and drains poorly.  

Such waterlogged and airless soils soon suffocate the roots and can lead to rotting roots and ill-health in a 

bonsai. The only organic component that I would still recommend using as part of a bonsai soil mix is 

composted bark, sifted to remove any particles less than 2mm. While bark will break down slowly, it still 

holds its structure for a long time and until then, will not impede the air circulation or the drainage of a 

bonsai soil.  

Inorganic Soil Mixes and Components  

The advantage of inorganic materials is that they hold their open structure for a long time without breaking 

down into mush. Inorganic materials retain a certain quantity of water and any excess is immediately flushed 

through the bottom of the pot; it is difficult to ‘overwater’ a bonsai planted in a good inorganic bonsai soil 

mix.  

Akadama is Japanese baked clay, specifically produced for bonsai and imported into the West; it is normally 

only available from bonsai nurseries and therefore difficult to locate. There are a number of grades of 

Akadama available including ‘Double Redline’ that is more costly but is of premium quality and less likely 

to break down. Akadama is the soil of choice for many Japanese bonsai Masters and enthusiasts.  
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This is partially due to its relatively low price in Japan where it is also easily obtainable. However, while 

Akadama might be considered a good quality soil component, it can break down into a solid mush within 1 

or 2 years if used without volcanic soil components such as pumice or lava to keep the soil structure open.. 

Because soils made using just akadama breakdown so badly, they must therefore be washed out of the roots 

every two to three years.  

For this reason it is strongly not recommended to be used on its own for species that will not tolerate regular 

bare-rooting (Pines for instance). Akadama should be mixed with volcanic or clay granules such as pumice 

that will ensure the soil stays 

open for a good length of time. 

Fired clays are also stronger 

than Akadama and thus will not 

break down over time. As with 

Akadama, fired or volcanic 

clays can be used on their own, 

mixed with grit for faster 

draining soil or mixed with 

10%-20% bark if an organic 

component is required for 

greater water retention, while 

still retaining good drainage 

properties. A wide number of 

fired clays are available; I 

would recommend contacting 

other enthusiasts in your 

country and investigating online 

as to the best soil components 

and pre-mixed soils available to 

you. 

A bonsai planted in Akadama. The new Akadama around the edges of the image is still holding its structure, 

however the remainder has turned into a muddy, airless mess. 

Sifting out ‘Fines’  

Large amounts of dust that remain in the soil mixture can clog the open structure of the soil and disrupts the 

drainage of excess water. For a good soil structure that drains well, where necessary, soils are sifted to 

remove dust and very small particles.  

Switching From Organic To Inorganic Soils  
 

Almost all deciduous varieties will tolerate the transition from organic to inorganic soils immediately; 

coniferous species, in particular Pines and Junipers, require the retention of some of their old soil which will 

contain the mycorrhizae fungi necessary for their survival. 

The Best Soil Mix for Bonsai  

There is no single soil mix that is best for cultivating bonsai; variables such as local climate and rainfall, 

personal watering regimes and individual tree species all contribute to variations in enthusiasts’ soil mixes.  
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My personal favourite soil mixes at the time of writing (November 2021) are from Ibuki in 

Poland and are a mixture of akadama and volcanic inorganics such as pumice and lava rock. 

The pumice and lava provide excellent structure ensuring aeration and drainage while the 

softer akadama particles are excellent for the fine roots within the rootball to root into. 

Chopped bark can be added to 'fill out' the soil for better water retention in deciduous trees 

and additional lava rock can be added for a drier mix suitable for coniferous species. 

I use medium-sized particles 4-5mm in size for most trees, with a soil surface of smaller (2-

3mm) more water retentive particles. For coniferous species such as pines I will add larger 6-

7mm particles for more drainage.  

 

Ultimately, experience of using different soil types and ingredients will shape your own particular 

preferences. It is recommended that, in the first instance you find out the soil-mix that local enthusiasts are 

using and take it from there. 

I would however always recommend that an inorganic soil be used to improve the health and ease of 

cultivation of your bonsai.  

 

‘Bonsai Soils’ bought from Nurseries and Garden Centres 
 

Though it saddens me to say this, the vast majority of products packaged and sold as ‘bonsai soils’ at plant 

nurseries, garden centres and even some bonsai nurseries are next to useless for bonsai. Often these are 

simply peat/ compost based soils mixed with some sand or grit and (as described previously) have a soil 

structure that is too water retentive, airless and generally bad for the health of your bonsai. 

 

There are of course knowledgeable outlets selling good quality soil products. However, just because you 

bought some ready-mixed bonsai soil from a nursery does not necessarily make it suitable for the health of 

your bonsai. Similarly, if you have bought a bonsai from anywhere other than a well-respected specialist 

bonsai nursery that will care about the quality of the trees it is selling, do not assume that the tree is planted 

in a good soil.  

 

Feeding Trees Growing In Inorganic Soils 
 

If there is one thing that seems to worry enthusiasts about switching to an inorganic soil is the lack of 

‘proper’ organic and a ‘lack of nutrients’. Firstly, I and many (most) experienced enthusiasts have switched 

to largely inorganic soils (such as lava, pumice, Akadama etc) and have been using these products for many  

years. The reason for switching to inorganics is purely for the increased health, vigour and strength that it 

provides a bonsai (or any plant for that matter). Be confident that switching to inorganic soils is widely 

considered ‘best practice’.  

Bonsai grown in an inorganic soil do not need any special fertilising regime or special ingredients to keep 

them healthy. There are of course some differences between compost-based organic mixes and inorganic 

mixes. Inorganic soils contain little or no nutrients, however, compost/ peat based organic soils just as 

equally only provide very limited nutrients to a bonsai and these are quickly depleted within a bonsai pot.  

Organics are able to retain more nutrients better than inorganic’s, after feeding, but this is not necessarily a 

good thing. Trees growing in inorganic soil need more fertiliser than those growing in an organic soil. Many 

enthusiasts see this as being advantageous though as it allows the enthusiast to feed their bonsai heavily to 

encourage better growth, health and faster development. That an organic bonsai soil can hold nutrients for a 

little longer than an inorganic bonsai soil is hardly advantageous, as bonsai growing in organic soils still 

need to be fed regularly!  bonsai4me.com/ 

*** 
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Brad Stuart’s presentation on Figs (notes by Albert G) 
 

 Loves figs as they are hard to kill. 

 Ficus Obliqua (QLD small leaf fig) is a good species to work with as it will reduce the leaf size easily. It is also a 
local species.  

 Distinguish Obliqua using the branch tips (green) from F. Rubiginosa, which has red tips.  

 Figs are good candidates for growing over rocks as this happens in nature. 

 Styling 
o Better to have lots of branches on the tree as opposed to minimal branches as it distributes the energy. 

If a branch gets too thick, it can be cut off with minimal impact to the tree design as there are nearby 
branches to replace the foliar mass lost. It is hard to do this on a fig tree that has the minimal amount 
to branches as taking one out will leave a major gap in the tree silhouette. 

o  Quick grower. He will restyle a tree by removing all branches leaving only the trunk and regrow them 
all. 

o Small leaves are created by cutting the branches short instead of letting them extend. 
o Figs are very apical dominant, so ensure the tree top is worked on more (i.e. cut back harder than the 

rest of the tree).  
o Aerial roots are a personal choice.  These will grow readily.  When an aerial root contacts the ground, 

it will feed the branch and the branch will swell on the outer part.  To control this, he cuts any aerial 
roots 1 cm from the ground to prevent them from establishing and will not thicken.  

o For root over rock designs, trees will take over and grow larger, so work with a larger rock than the 
tree design and the tree will grow into the composition. 

 Strikes easily from cuttings. 

 Needs full sun to get good leaf growth. 

 It is important to rotate trees on benches regularly to get even access to the sun and thus even growth. Brad 
does this fortnightly. 

 Feeding 
o Likes to fertilise weekly using liquid feeds. 
o Likes to change types and brands of fertilizer regularly. 
o The extra feeding regime will cause extra growth so will need extra care to keep the tree in the desired 

bonsai shape. 
o On the soil surface he will use stockings full of fertilisers like rooster booster or ozmocote. 

 Shaping 
o When wiring, can defoliate the whole tree to make the job and branch placement easier. It will readily 

reshoot. 
o When shaping the wired branches, ensure to make bends in the branch to give it a more natural 

appearance. 
o  
o The branches are forgiving and flexible.  
o Due to the fast growth, wire may bite in sooner than expected. Need to keep an eye on it. 

 

 Potting 
o Ficus is easy to repot as they are tolerant to root cutting. 
o Usually uses a saw to cut off a third of the root ball during repotting. 
o Likes to use shallow pots for figs. 
o Adds more organic matter (e.g. decomposed pine bark) in his mix due to the shallow depth. This helps 

keep the soil moist longer. 
o Maneuver the roots during the repotting for better placement as they are flexible when young. This 

helps to give a more natural look. 
o Freshly repotted trees go back out onto the normal bench spots into full sun.  Will water with Seasol 

for the next couple of weeks to help establish. 

 
*** 
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MARCH CALENDAR TREE 

 
This tree is a Leptospermum Petersonii, commonly known 
as the Lemon Scented Tea Tree.  It was purchased from a 
fellow club member around 2016.  When purchased the 
tree had the branches coming out more laterally than it is 
now. The tree was tilted so the thickest branch was 
orientated upwards and became the main trunk. The other 
branches became trunks of smaller trees arranged around 
the main one. The first photo on the right is from February 
2018 after its first repot. 
 
This native species is nice to work with as it has a beautiful 
lemon smell when the leaves are cut.  It is very apical 
dominant so you need to ensure the top is kept under 
control so that the lower branches don’t lose too much 
vigor.  Older specimens will also bloom with tiny white 
flowers.  

    
 
 
 
 
 
The second photo is from April 2020 after the tree was 
placed in this slab pot from a potter In Victoria. 
 
The tree is currently sitting a little high in the pot and so 
the tree and soil line will be lowered slightly to better 
balance the overall image.  
 

Albert G. 

 
 
 
 

*** 
 
 

NAME BADGES 

 

With so many new members, it can be hard to remember everyone’s name. If you have a name badge, 
please wear it to the meetings. If you don’t have a name badge, please see Jim. 
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BIMERS CHARITABLE DONATION 2022 

 

Every year Bimer takes a portion of the money raised at the silent auction and makes a donation to a well 

deserving charity. This year the committee selected Angel Flight for a donation of $500. To see where the 

money is used see https://www.angelflight.org.au/ 

 

 

FROM THE LIBRARY 

 

Just a reminder to members to return Library books that they may have borrowed and not returned for 

some months.  Other members may be wanting to borrow out the same books so your cooperation would 

be much appreciated.        Jayne C 

 
CLUB CALENDARS 

 
 

Don’t forget to grab a calendar if you haven’t already. There are some wonderful trees showcased and all 

entries to our show are eligible to be chosen for the calendar. A special thanks to Belinda for her hard work 

compiling the calendar again this year. 

NOTICE BOARD 

 

Bimer Bonsai Club Activities 

2 April 2022 Workshop – show prep 9am – 12pm 

2 April 2022 Skills & Knowledge/Advanced 9am – 12pm 

2 April 2022 Show critique the 2 D’s 1.30 pm – 4 pm 

30 Apr – 1 May 2022 Bimer Annual Show Mt. Coot-tha 

7th May Robyn Tarrant – Rocks & Trays 

4th June Junepers – Extreme Bending                                                                                            

Fri 1st to Sun 3rd July Bonsai Intensive 

6th August Marie Hewartson – Pot-making 

 

Other Bonsai Related Activities 

19-20 March Horizons BSQ 

16-17 April Wondai Garden Expo 

Local Bonsai Shows 

27 March Redlands 

18 September BSQ 

 Toowoomba 

 Gold Coast Tweed Show 
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